
Today’s question

It’s that simple?
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1. Collective decisions
Bee nest-site selection, amoeba transportation

2. Primate communication
Monkey talk, alert hoos

3. Referential flexibility
Yo, Nicaraguan Sign Language, conceptual alignment

Today’s docket



Collective decisions

Bee waggle dances

Encoding/decoding polar coordinates of food sources 



Bee quorum sensing
i) individual group members 

only communicate locally 

ii) no direct comparison of nest sites
by single individuals is necessary

iii) all information contributes 
to the decision outcome, but 
no single individual has to ‘hold’ 
or ‘compare’ the total available 
information

Collective decisions by a population of detectors

Collective decisions



Dictyostelium discoideum

Amoeba, as unicellular organisms, they cannot travel far on their own

Collective decisions



Lifecycle of D. discoideum

Population genetics such that specialized cells can form a multicellular organism

Collective decisions
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Vervet monkey alarm calls

First gleanings of what may eventually become human language

Primate communication



Primate communication

Baboon contact calls

Contact calls not primarily for the benefit of others



Chimpanzee alert hoos
Primate communication

Chimps monitor information available to others and communicate accordingly 



Chimpanzee alert hoos

Chimps monitor information available to others and communicate accordingly 

Primate communication
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Referential flexibility

The simplest and most efficient communication tool in the world



Referential flexibility

How did people make up words when there 
weren’t words before?

Nicaraguan Sign 
Language

Central Taurus Sign Language

Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language

People can rapidly build a new communication system if they need to



Referential flexibility

Fixed signal-meaning mappings don’t get you far in human interactions



Referential flexibility



Take-home concepts

•Collective decisions might not need a 
population consensus or that each individual 
has access to all available information

•Human communication involves (much) more 
than encoding/decoding signals. Its (extreme) 
referential flexibility remains largely 
unaccounted for



Next up

•Human Communication


